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ABSTRACT

The economic model of fertility emphasizes two important "roles of

increased human capital investments in women on fertility: (1) an income

effect which tends to increase the demand for children and (2) a price

effect which tends to decrease the demand for children because of the

higher opportunity cost of childcare in terms of foregone labor force

opportunities. Previous empirical estimates of these effects have

focused on human "capital investment in the form of formal schooling,

and have found that the price effect dominates.

However, in developing countries a broader definition of human capital

may be appropriate because of widespread nutrition and health deficiencies.

We estimate the Easterlin, Pollak and Wachter (EPW) extended model of

fertility, which includes endogenous tastes and biological factors, with

a broader representation of women's human capital that encompasses health,

nutrition and work experience in addition to schooling.

We also explore the implication of data incompleteness in two senses:

(1) selectivity in providing the neces~ary data and (2) incomplete fertility

in" that many women in our sample may have further children. Our estimates

suggest that selectivity, which is ignored in previous studies, is a

significant factor. They also suggest that the form of control for in

complete fertility is important, but that a multiplicative control for

duration of exposure has the same implications as the more sophisticated

Boulier and Rosensweig procedure.

In more substantive respects, we find that income has a positive

effect and that increased pre?icted earnings for the women has a negative



effect with our broader definition of human capital. We also find that

human capital investments in nutrition and health have additional effects,

beyond those incorporated in the opportunity cQsts of labor market earnings.

For nutrition the addit ional impact is to reinforce the opportunity cost

dimension of more human capital by lowering fertility. But improved health

increases family size, apparently because of iilcreased fecundity, lengthened

productive spans and increased energy, whi~h provides support for the EPW

enphasis in biological factors. MOreover .our estimate for the health

and nutrition effects of fertility are more robust than are those for the

traditional schooling variable. Therefore we conclude that fertility

analysts and family planning, health and nutrition policy analysis in

similar developing countries should be expanded to incorporate a broader

definition of human capital to- include health and nutrition status.



1. INTRODUCTION

Many.economists emphasize the important role of·human capital

investments in women in the determination· of fertility. Such 'investments

have an income effect by increasing women's ea:nings potential, which in

itself leads to an increase in the demand for children and other normal

goods. But they also may have a price effect due to the increased

opportunity cost of the woman staying at home to care for the children

and thereby foregoing higher market earnings that would be commanded by

her greater capital stock. Empirical explorations of these possibilities

focus on investment in education through formal schooling. Available

estimates suggest that the opportunity cost element often dominates in

developing countries, so that increased education for women lowers

. fertility.l

In this paper we extend the empirical application of this model

to incorporate a broader applied definition of human capital which includes

the woman's health and nutrition status in addition to her formal schooling.

We do so because of the prevalence of health and nutrition problems in

most developing countries. Moreover, elsewhere we present evidence that

health and nutrition status significantly affect other important socio

economic outcomes for women in developing countries, such as the probability

2of their labor force participation and their level of earnings.

We estimate fertility determination relations for a random sample

of 1063 women in 1977 in Managua, the centta1metropolitanarea of the

Central American developing economy of Nicaragua. Although recently

population growth rates in many developing countries have declined
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significantly, those in prerevolutionary Nicaragua remained very high at

3.3% per year, a rate exceeded in only 4 of the 92 developing countries

included in World Bank (1978).

In order to esti.ate the model, we must face up to two$enses in

which the data are incomplete. First, (or'83 of the 1063 women, values

of critical variables are mis'sing. To simply drop these women from the

sample might result in selectivity bias of the type that Heckman (1974, 1976)

and others have examined extensively recently in other contexts. Second,

the women in our sample range in age from 15 to 45 years. Except for

the oldest group, the data are incomplete in the sense that fertility

may be incomplete. If we do not control for this sense of incompleteness,

our estimates &~so may be biased. For example, if more educated women

have chi1dr~n at older ages than do less educated women because the

former are in school longer, the use of data from women with incomplete

fertility may bias the estimated effect of education on fertility.

We organize our presentation as follows. In Section 2 we discuss

our model of complete fertility. In Section 3 we discus~ the missing

valu~s of sbme variables problem and the possibility of selectivity bias.

In Section 4 we. present our estimates of fertility determinants with

control for data selectivity and with the a priori preferred co~rections

for incomplete fertility. In Section 5 we consider sOme alternative

approaches for dealing with incomplete fertility. In Section 6 we

summarize out conclusions about the two types of data incompleteness and

about the 'extension of hUman capital concerns to include health and

nutrition.
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2. MODEL OF COMPLETE FERTILITY

We adopt the basic economic model·o~ ~ertility that has evolved·

from the work of Becker (1960), Easterlin (1968, 1973)·, Leibenstein (1957),

Willis (1973) and that has been extended recently by Easterlin, Pollak,

and Wachter (EPW, 1980) to incorporate endogenous tastes and natural fer

tility.3

We take as given a number o~ characteristics of the adults in the

household: age, age of first cohabitation (C), schooling (8), family

background (F), migratory status (MIG), marital status (M), health and

nutrition status (H), ability and motivation (A), and income other than

earnings of the woman (Y). In our empirical work we concentrate on the

characteristics of the woman because of our interest in the role of

women and their critical role in household production, which ties in

integrally with fertility determination. More extended models could

incorporate some of these characteristics as endogenous variables,but

4we do not adopt such models here for three reasons.

First, we think that for the most part the human capital variables

of primary interest--schooling and health and nutrition status--reflect

recursive decisions in which the parents of the adults in the current

household had a major role. Elsewhere we present estimates of the

determinants of these variables which are largely consistent with this

hypothesis (Behrman and Wolfe, 1980 a,b,c,d,g, and Wolfe and Behrman, 1980).

Even current household nutritional inputs for which this assumption

probably.is strongest, for example, reflect women's training and

capabilities more than current economic conditions. To the extent that our

assumptions are too strong in this respect, of course, our estimates may

be subject to simultaneity bias.
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Second, we wish to keep our model manageable so that we can deal

with the two dimensions in whichthe'data are incomplete. The extension

to a larger modei would make this difficult, if not· impossible.
. .

Third, we ~ish to maintain c011'1'Parahility with other estimati!s of

fert~lity deterainants. For the: most part these estiaates have been

~de under the assuaption that. such characteristics are deteraiued re-

curs:h:ely (see Williams f 1974).

We posit for each househeld a one-period utility (U) function which

is defined ov~r commodities (Z), completed family size (N), frequency

of intercourse (q), infant mortality (d), and the intensity and use.of

contraceptives (u), all conditional on norms regarding the consumption

of goods (Z*) and completed family size (N*):

U = U (Z, N, q,' ci, u; Z*, N*).

The first three arguments (Z, N, q) all have posltive derivatives. If

frequency of intercourse (q) did not have a p.ositive derivative, absti-

nence would be costless and a perfectly effective form of contraception,

so the actual number of ch:Udren wouid be the number desired in a perfect

contraceptive society. Infant mortality (d) has a negative derivative--

otherwise infanticide would be a much more attractive contraceptive

practice than it appears to be in reality. Likewise the use of less

extreme contraceptive practices (u) apparently involves s~me disutility

and therefore ,is included among the arguments in the utility function.

The norms regarding consumption of goods (Z*) and completed family

size (N*) may be dependent on the exogenous yariables which are mentioned

above and on characteristics of peers (say, coworkers or neighbors).
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We use both representations in our empirical work;· but note that both have

problems. For the personal and family background var;tables, it is very

hard,to identify whether the channel· of· any impact is through changing

such norms or through affecting abilities and schooling and other such

intervening variables (or through some mixture) 0 For the peer variables

a siaultaneity problem is inherent since the behavior· of the peers also

depends on their norms, which in turn depend upon the behavior of the

oricinal household.

Household utility is maximized subject to six constraints:

(1) The cormnodity collection vector (Z) is producible

within the production set defined by the identical household

technolo~y I, given the market goods collection vector (X),

the time allocation vector (t), ability and motivation (A),

and health and nutrition status (~);

(Z, X, t, A, H) E T.

(2) The time (t. ) that each of J individuals devotes to
JS

each of S activities equals the total time that each individual

has (t.):
J

S
E

s=l
h = 1, ••• , J.

However we posit that the time in the paid work force of all individuals

in the househo~d other than the woman is fixed exogenously by social

customs (eog., prime age males work, small children do not) and by work

options (e.g., 40-hour weeks).
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(3) The total expenditure on market goods (the n elements of

X) that are 'Used to produce commodittes Z and on contraceptives (r (u) )

is less than or equal to the SUDl of· nOnWage income (v) and. market wage

earnings (.£or which s = m) of all hoiJ.seholdID.ember~:

n
2 Pk ~ + r(u)

k=J.

J
< v + ~ w
- k j

j=l

t =w t +Y .jm w wm other·

Given the exogenou~ly determined time in market activities for all but

the woman and the exogenously given market wages for everyone, the last

sum is equal to the woman's earnings plus' exogenous other income (X th ).
,.. 0 er

(4) The household biological births (b) production function

depends upon the frequency of intercourse (q), health and nutrition (H),

the household's consumption of commodities (Z) and purchases of goods (X)

through their. impact on fecundity and the rep~oductive span, a vector

of p~actices such as lactation (L) which affect the probability of con-

ception given exposure through intercourse, age of first cohabitation (C),

and the length and intensity of use of contraception (u):

b = B (q, H, Z, X, L, C, u).

(5) The household biological infant mortality (d) function

depends on the population at risk (b), household consumption of commodities (Z)
.\

and purchases of goods (X), health and nutrition status (H), ability (A),

and practices such as lactation (L) which affect infan~mortality:

d = D (b, Z, X, li, A, L).

(6) Completed family size (N) is given by the' difference

between b~rths (b) and deaths (d):

.N = b - do
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Each household maximizes utility with :respect to these six constraints.

The solution is an optimal set of'en~ogenous decision' variables for each

000000' 0 0 °household (Z , X , t , b , d , N , <I, t , u ) as functions 0'£ the variables

and functions that the household considers to be given: goods prices (p);

wages rates (w); nonwage income (v); household technology, T; the birth.

function, B; the death function, D; the market cost '£unction for fertility

regulation, r; ability LA); health and nutrition status (H); schooling (8);

age of first cohabitation (C); and the norms for the consumption of goods

(Z*) and for completed family size (N*).5

We are interested in the determinants of fertility or completed

family size (No). We assume that the underlying functions are suffici~ntly

well~behaved so that we can solve for fertility as a function of the

exogenous variables:

o 0
N = N (p, w, v, A, H, S, C; Z*, N*).

We do not have observations on market prices (p), but expect that

excluding this vector does not cause serious omitted variable problems.

We use Y th to represent the impact of nonlabor income and earningsa er

other than from the woman. A priori we expect that the derivative with

respect to other income is positive.
"'f

We do not' have direct observations on ability (A), but pos~t.~hat

\,-: it depends on human capital investments such as those in schooling (8) .........

and in health and nutrition (H) and on family background (F).' We represent,

an important dimension of, the woman's ability by her predicted earnings

(Y d) as -estimated from schooling, health and nutrition, status, and work
pre

6experience. In addition we include as separate factors her schooling (8),

health and nutrition status (H), and family background (F). We do not,
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have strong priors on the signs of'the derivatives with respect to her

predicted earnings (Y 'd)' schooling (8), health and nutrition statuS (H),pre

and :l;amily background (F) becauae of'the possible opposing opportunity

cost versus :tncome effects ofall~oui: var:f.ables. A,ll of these may be·

representing effects on birth production or on infant mortality through

the fourth and fifth constraints, while at least schooling and family

background may help to determine norma for the ~onsumption of goods (Z*)

and for completed family size (N*).

We have observations on the age of first cohabitation (C). We expect

tha t the derivative with respect to this variable is negative since the

younger the age, the longer the reproductive span and the larger

the number of births, ceteris par~bus.

We do not have direct observations on the norms for the consumption

of goods (Z*) and for completed family size (N*). 'However we posit that

these norms depend primarily on schooling (8), migratory status (MIG),

marital status (M),'and various family background (F),variables: presence

of male and of female raisers during childhood, occupational status of

male and of female raisers during childhood, and number of siblings.

Because of the simultaneity problem, we limit our representation of the

possible impact of peers on these norms to the inclusion of one variable

which represents median neighborhood income. We generally do not have

strong priors on the derivative,S with respect to these variables, once

again, because they may work indirectly through ability in ways that

counter their direct impact through the norms. Nevertheless in some

cases we expect that the direct effect dominates any, indirect ones. For

example we expect that the derivative with respect to number of siblings
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is positive both because of the dominance of the direct effect on norms

for family size, and possible genetic effects on fecundity.

We should note that for completed' family size (N*) we have obser-

vations on two variables that prima:facie inight' seem to be directly

related to the norms: the number of'children that the respondent would

have if she could begin again and the ideal Nicaraguan family size. We

are cautious about using these variables as right-hand side regressors

to represent such norms, however, because of frequent hypotheses about

them being contaminated by the actual fertility experience of the respon-

dent. But we do explore the nature of these variables in Section 5.

Our theoretical model and the availability of data, thus, lead us

to the following relation for completed family size:

NO = NO (Y Y H S C· Z* N*)other' pred' , , , , ,

where the norms are represented by the various background and neighbor-

hood variables that we have discussed. We also include a stochastic term

to represent random elements in individual behavior. The appropriate

functional form d~pends upon all of the functions in the constraints

and the utility function. For ,simplicity we assume that it can be

approximated by a linear form.

3. MISSING VALUES OF SOME VARIABLES

We note in Section I that one sense in which our data are' incomplete

is that critical values of some fertility variables are missing for 83

of the 1063 women in our sample. We can write the relation that we wish

to estimate for the i th household as follows;

(1)

-----------_. ------. ------------------- _.------------
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o . .. ~ 1 .
where N

i
is co~pleted fertility for the i househo d, Wli is a vector

of right-hand side vari.a.bles Which are di.scussed in Section 2, Gl

is a vector of coefficients to beesttmated, and Vii is the disturbance

th .
term for th.e i household.

However we do not observe the data tha.t are necessary to estimate

relation (1) for all 1063 households. There is a selection rule that

gives the p.robability of providing data as a function of the respondents'

schooling, other human capital variables, marital status, and background

variables (W2i) :

Ri = W2i G2 + V2i'
(2)

where R. is an indication of whether or not complete data are provided.
1

There are complete data for the i th household if and only if R
i

has

a positive value. The select;J.on rule for responding, therefore, is

(2a)

We are able to estimate regressions for fertility only for the households

which satisfy this selection rule. In other words, for which

(la)

Of course many stu4ies of fertility determinants have data that are

incomplete for some respondents. The general practice is to drop such

observations from the sample and to estimate the fertility relations from

the remaining subsample of complete observations. If the expectation

of the disturbance term in the fertility relation conditional on the

selection rule for responding {i.e., the last right-hand side term in

relation (la)] is zero, such a practice does not cause biases•.If this

conditional expectation is not zero, however, simply dropping incomplete
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observations may cause biases. Such a practice is equivalent to excluding

the last term in relation (la} and may cause a selectivity bias that is

akin to omitted variable bias f.rom excluding th~ conditiona.l expectation.

To our knowledge, no one who has estimate4,fertility determinants

for developing countries has controlled for such selectivity bias. Yet

it seems to us that selectivity bias in regard to providing data is a

real possibility. A priori we think that women who are formally married,

who have more educationtjind other forms of human capital, and who come

from better economic backgrounds are more likely to provide data. There-

fore simply dropping women from the sample for whom data are not complete

is not likely to be random with respect to the fertility relation.

To deal with this aspect of incompleteness in our data, we apply

7the Heckman (1976) procedure for selectivity problems. First we estimate

a probit relation for the probability that we have complete fertility

observations for the i th household. From that probit estimate we calcu-

late the inverse of the Mill's ratio (Ai) which can be used to control

for the selection decision about reporting fertility data since relation

(la) can be rewritten as

(lb)

We include the estimate of the inverse of the Mill's ratio as a regressor

in an ordinary least squares estimate of relation (lb) under the assumption

that there also is an additive conditional disturbance term with desirable

properties.

Table 1 gives our maximum likelillood estimates for the probit relation

pertaining to whether or not a woman responds completely to the fertility-

related questions. The overall relation is significantly nonzero at
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standard levels, so the availability of data apparently is related to the

included characteristics of the woman, her household, and her background.

The significantly nonzero coefficient estimates suggest that women in

higher income households who are older, who have not had parasitic diseases,

and who have cohabited previously are more likely to respond fully.

The age and previous+y cohabited variables may suggest that those who have

completed their fertility ,are more likely to respond. The coefficient

estimates also are almost at the margin of stanqard significance levels

for negative effects of having had therap~uti~al1y treatable diseases,

the socioeconomic status of the female raiser, having always lived in

Managua, and b~ing currently single or in a civil marriage (the left-out

categories).

Perhaps somewhat surprising, schooling and predicted earnings,

and almost all of the family background and neighborhood characteristics

are clearly not significant. Therefore women with more education, greater

ability (as represented by higher predicted earnings), or better family

background in terms of stability or socioeconomic status are no more

(or less) likely to respond than others, ceteris paribus. The o~ly channel

through which human capital variables for the women seem to work is associ

ated with avoiding diseases, particularly of a parasitic nature.

We also are somewhat surprised that those in common law arrangements

or who have preViously cohabited are no less (and quite possibly more)

likely to respond than are those in religious or civil marriages or

without previous cohabitation. Apparently the stigma, if any, associated

with less formal living arrangements aIid with haVing had previous living

companions does not lead to a reluctance to respond to questions about

fertility.
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We include the inverse o~the Mill's ,ratio as estimated ~rom this

probit in our estimates below to contro1for'se1ectivity. We obtain

significant coefficient estimates for'this variable in our, preferred

relations and in a number of alternatives. Therefore we conclude that

selectivity bias from dropping incomplete observations may be a signifi-

cant problem in many fertility studies.

4. OUR PREFERRED FERTILITI ESTIMATES

Our model in Section 2 is of the determinants of complete family

size or fertility. However, as we note in Section 1, most of the

women in our sample are young enough that they may have further children,
I

so their fertility is not complete.

Of course this is a common problem in fertility studies. A frequent

, resolution is to subdivide samples by age cohorts, and sometimes to focus

only on the age cohorts for whom fertility probably is basically complete.

We do not find such a strategy very attractive for our sample of women in

Managua because the resulting subsamp1e would be quite small.

Instead we concentrate on alternative approaches for which we can

use our entire sample. In our data set we have four fertility-related

measures: current number of living children, expected number, number

if began again, and ideal Nicaraguan family size. Ostensibly, the

expected number best measures the desired construct o~ completed fer-

tility. lIowever it is widely believed that this measure is contaminated

by actual fertility experience to date.

Therefore, we have more confidence in working with the actual current

,number of living children and correcting for exposure and relative posi-

tion in the life cycle. Our preferred correction is the Boulier and
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Rosensweig (1978) normalization of' the current number of children by inter

national standards for fertility patterns that are conditional on age of

first cohabitation and on durations'1nce first cohabitation~Thesestandards

reflect the average impact of biological and cultural-economic factors

across a number of societies. We use this procedure for our preferred

estimates, which we discuss in this section. In the next section we

explore the sensitivity of our conclusions to the choice of this particular

procedure for controlling for incomplete fertility by considering what

estimates result if there is no control, if alternative controls are

used, or if ,our other fertility-based measures are used.

We now turn to our preferred estimates. Column one in Table 2

gives coefficient estimates for our fertility model with this ~ependent

variab1e. 8 We discuss these estimates with reference to the variable

groups that are suggested by our model in Section 2.

Woman's Human Capital

We are primarily interested in the coefficient estimates of those

variables and their implications regarding the opportunity cost versus

the income effect of various human capital investments. Our estimates

suggest that higher women's predicted earnings (higher opportunity costs)

reduce fertility_ Therefore those human capital factors that increase

earnings indirectly reduce fertility. Thus, investments in women's

health, nutrition, on-the-job training and schooling,reduce fertility

by increasing opportunity costs in terms of predicted earnings from

paid labor force participation. 9 However there are additional significant

effects for nutrition and health (but not for schooling) beyond those
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captured by predicted earnings. For nutrition these reinforce the

dominance of opportunity costs and the'reduction of fertility with an

improved nutrition state. For'thehealth variables, in contrast, greater

prevention 'Of therapeutically treatable and parasitic diseases directly,

increases fertility through reducing subfecundity and raising overall

energy levels. The direct effects of those health variables, moreover,

outweigh the opposing indirect effects which are captured by the predicted

earnings variables.

Therefore, our estimates for coefficients of human capital variables

suggest five important conclusions. First, a broader definition of human

capital than just schooling is useful since nutrition and health status

and on-the-job training all also have significant direct or indirect

effects on fertility. Second, schooling works significantly only through

,the woman's predicted earnings, but the nutrition and health variables

have additional direct significant impa~t. Thus, we do not have evidence

that schooling significantly changes costs towards children once we con

trol for its impact on opportunity costs. Third, for schooling, on-the-job

training, and nutrition, the opportunity cost dimension dominates, so

more investment reduces fertility. Fourth, for health, the income dimension

dominates, so better health increases fertility. Fifth, increases in women's

paid labor force opportunity costs through means other than human capital

investments, such as by lessening sexual discrimination (see Behrman, Wolfe,

and Tunali, 1979), are likely to lessen fertility.

Other Income

Our estimates suggest that other income significantly increases

fertility. Thus, children are normal goods, with more being demanded
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as development occurs~ ceteris paribus.

Woman's Background

We posit th.at the background variables may affect norms for family

size. However we find evidence of significant effects for only two of

our background variables.

Women who migrated from other areas to Managua have an average

of 0.1 more children per year of exposure than do those who always have

resided in Managua. One explanation for this result is that higher norms

for family size prevail in the more traditional small cities and towns

and rural areas than in Managua, and these immigrants into Managua tend

to have higher norms than women who always have resided in l1anagua.

A second explanation is that opportunity costs for having children are

lower outside of Managua (see Behrman, Wolfe, and Blau, 1980),and

immigrants have not adjusted completely to the higher opportunity costs.

The other significantly nonzero coefficient estimate is the negative

one for the occupational status of the mother (or other female raiser)

of the woman. We interpret this estimate to mean that family size norms

of a woman have been affected inversely by the impact of the opportunity

cost of her mother. This is an interesting intergerierational

woman's opportunity cost impact on fertility. But we do not

find evidence of an impact of the number of children that a woman's

mother actually had (i. e., number of the woman's siblings), once we

control for her mother's occupational status.
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Marital Status

The coef~icient estimates" for" the" marital status variables

basically suggest that women with greater e:A'Pos.'iJ:li.e"to "conception tend

to have more children. Such a result is consistent with the EPW

emphasis on natural fertility, but also with a model in which women

who have greater tastes for children are more 1i~e1y to have been

accompanied at the time of our survey. On an a priori basis we thought

that the type of accompaniment might make a difference since women in a

religious marriage might have more security and might be more children

oriented than women in common law arrangements. However our estimates

imply no significant effect of this difference in the institutional

arrangements of the accompaniment on fertility.

Age of First Cohabitation

In our model of complete fertility in Section 2 we include the age

of first cohabitation to reflect the extent of exposure to intercourse.

Of course the Boulier and Rosensweig (1978) procedure purports to control

for age of first cohabitation, so it might be reasonable to exclude

this variable" for cases in which we use their procedure. In fact we have

estimated our model both with and without this variable. We report the estimates

with it because the coefficient estimate~ of the other variables hardly

change when it is introduced, and its coefficient estimate is of some interest.

If the Boulier and Rosensweig procedure corrected exactly for the

age of first cohabitation, we would expect to find an insignificant

coefficient estimate for this variable. That we obtain a significantly
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positive estimate of this coefficient suggests that the Boulier and

Rosensweig normalization by international standards overcorrects for

the effects of the age of first cohabitation. However, as we note above,

the impact on other coefficient estimates is not substantial.

Response Selectivity

The coefficient estimate of the inverse of the Mill's ratio is

highly significant. This means that selectivity into the sample is

not random, but is determined significantly by the decision rul~ that

we estimate in the previous section. The failure to incorporate the

decision rule into the estimator, therefore, might cause selectivity bias

in the estimated coefficients of our fertility model.

5. ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS OF THE INCOMPLETE FERTILITY PROBLEMS

In this section we consider some alternatives to the Boulier and

Rosensweig (1978) normalization by international standards for the control

of incomplete fertility. Table 3 gives the means, standard deviations,

and correlations among our preferred Boulier and Rosensweig variable and

eight others. These eight include-each of the four fertility-related

measures which we mention at the start of the previous section and each

of the same four variables normalized by duration of exposure (i.e.,

years since first cohabitation). In the regression context the latter

normalization is equivalent to a multiplicative control since every term

on the right-hand side effectively is multiplied by duration. A Common

alternative is an additive control for duration, which we also consider

in our regression estimates.
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Before we turn to some regression'estimates, we consider the cor

relations in Table 3. The most str~~ng aspect of these statistics is

the low correlation between the Boulier and Rosensweig alternative and

seven of the other eight measures~ 'Only the correlation with live

children/duration at 0.47 is higher than 0.20. This suggests that if

the Boulier-Rosensweig alternative is a good control ,for incomplete

fertility, most of the other measures (with the possible exception noted

above) probably are not. Therefore estimates based on them may be quite

misleading regarding the impact on fertility of human capital investments

in women.

A related point is that the expected number of children, which

supposedly might represent best completed fertility, is very highly

correlated with the current number of live children (0.90) and hardly

correlated at all with the Boulier and Rosensweig measure (0.09).

Since many of the women in our sample are early in their childbearing

years while others are near the end, we think that this pattern reflects

the great inadequacy of the expected number as a proxy for complete fer-

tility. Because the expected number is so contaminated by experience

to date, it becomes a good proxy for complete fertility only near the end

of the childbearing years--atwhich time, of course, it is not very

necessary since actual number of children also almost approximates

completed fertility.

We also note that most of the other relatively higher correlation

coefficients are between one of the original four fertility-related

measures and the same measure normalized by duration. Such a pattern is

hardly surprising. What is of interest, however, is that this pattern
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does not hold for current live children~The correlation between current

live children and live children/duration is only .13. In this case,

apparently controlling for duration'leads to a measure With much different

variation than the actual number of children, as we would ~pect i;f such

a control leads to a good proxy for completed fertility in a sample

with a wide range of ages.

l?e now discuss regression results with various dependent variables

from the eight alternative measures and with and without additive

controls for duration. To present and to discuss in detail all of the

permutations of estimates which we have obtained would be very long and

tedious, so we only focus on the following important summary findings.

No control for incomplete fert~itymay contribute to quite misleading

estimates~ In column two of Table 2 we give the estimates with current

live children as the dependent variable and with no control for duration~~-'

The contrast with our preferred estimates in column one is sharp. The '

signs of the estimated coefficients of all of the woman's human ~apitai

variables are reversed (except for nutrition), as is the sign for other

income. The implications that fertility increases as women's opportunity

costs rise and that children are an inferior good with respect to other

income are not credible on a priori grounds nor consistent with most

available estimates. They illustrate well the pitfalls of not con-

trolling for incomplete fertility.

Control for incomplete fertility by normalization by duration works

well, but additive control for duration does not. In columns three

and four of Table 2 we present estimates with current live children as the

dependent variables and with control by adding duration and by normalizing

by duration, respectively.
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The estimates with control by normalization by duration are quite

similar to our preferred estimates in colUmn one. The signs of the

significant coefficients are the same and the implied elasticities are

10 1almost identical. Therefore this alternative.leads to the same imp i-

cations as does the Boulier and Rosensweig procedure. Although it is

a priori a somewhat less elegant way of· controlling for incomplete

fertility,' if our finding that it leads to the same results is robust,

it may be preferable since it is somewhat easier to implement.

The estimates with control by adding duration as a right-hand

side variable, however, differ in some important respects from our

preferred estimates. Some of the signs of important coefficients are

different and/or insignificant (e.g., other income, woman's predicted

income) •

For our other measures. the patterns are similar to those that we

obtain with dependent variables based on current live number of children.

The estimates for dependent variables expected number. if could begin again.

and ideal Nicaraguan family size differ sharply from our preferred ones if

there is no control for incomplete fertility. If there is additive control

for duration, they still differ in some important respects. If there is

normalization by duration, they are very similar in sign and in impli-

cation to the preferred estimates. The most noteworthy difference

is that the coefficient estimate of schooling indicates a significantly

positive impact on fertility (instead of the insignificant positive one

in column one), once there is control for the negative effect of schooling

(larger in absolute value) through the woman's opportunity costs in

terms of her predicted earnings. But much more important than such
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differences are the quite striking sim1laritiesin the pattern of co-

efficient estimates, des.pite the· generally low correlations among the

dependent variables in Table 3. This robustness reinforces our confidence

in our preferred results.

Response selectivity quitegenetallymaybe a problem. For most

(although not all-~see column three in Table 2 for an exception) of

our regressions, the estimated coefficients of the response selectivity

terms are definitely significantly nonzero. This pattern, once again,

reinforces our conclusion that the common practice of simply drop-

ping incomplete observations may lead to selectivity bias in the

coefficient estima~es.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We consider two senses in which our data are incomplete which may
\

affect our estimated impact of human capital investments in women on

their family size.

The first sense of data incompleteness relates to selectivity into

the sample. We find evidence that older women from higher income house-

holds with. better health (but who have changed male companions) are

more likely to provide the necessary fertility-related data. The

significance of such factors in determining whether or not we have fertility

data reinforces the possibility of selectivity bias in the fertility relations

because a priori we would expect to find some of these same variables to be j~mpor-

tant in fertility determination. Our estimation of our fertility model wi'th

the incorporation of such a selectivity possibility generally leads to
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significant coefficients for the selectivity terms. Therefore the common practice

of simply dropping incomplete observations before estimating fertility relations

may lead to selectivity biases in the coefficient estimates.

The second s.ens·e of incomp1etenes.s pertains to the use of data

relating to incomplete fertility to' estimate the determinants of completed

fertility. On a priori grounds we prefer the Boulier and Rosensweig (1978)

normalization of current number of children by' international s·tandards

conditional on age and duration of exposure to control for incomplete

fertility. But we also explore a number of alternatives. From this

investigation we conclude that the failure to control adequately for in

complete fertility may contribute to very misleading results. We also conclude

that for our sample, normalization by duration since first exposure gives

basically the same estimates as does the Boulier and Rosensweig procedure.

If this finding is robust across samples, control for incomplete fertility

by normalization for duration may be preferrable to the Boulier and Rosensweig

procedure since it is easier.

We now turn to substantive conclusions about the determinants for

fertility for women in Managua. We do not find much statistical support

for the EPW extension of the fertility model to include endogenous tastes.

We do find support for important roles of variables that traditionally

have been emphasized by economists. Other income has a significantly

positive effect, which means that family sizes would increase with

development if child costs were constant. However child costs are not

likely to be constant because of changing market prices and opportunity

costs. For example, our estimates imply that increased earnings possibili

ties for women raise the opportunity costs of having children and reduce

significantly fertility.
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O~ cQu~se this is a standa~d result in regard to the impact of schooling

for women on fertility. But we emphasize that it holds for a broader

than usual de:Unition of human capital which includes health and nutrition

and on-.the-job training in addition to schooling. Moreover it implies

that reduced sexual discrimination in the labor market also would induce

lower fertility.

For human capital investments in health and nutrition, furthermore,

our ~stimates suggest the existence of additional effects beyond that

represented by earnings from labor forc~ participation. For nutrition

the additional impact is to reinforce the opportunity cost dimension of

more human capital by lowering fertility. On the other hand improved

health on net increases completed family size, apparently because of

increase~ fecundity, lengthened reproductive spans, and incre~~ed energy.

For our sample at least, these human capital effects are more robust than

are those for the investments in schooling that usually are emphasiz~d.

Biological human capital may be more important than mental human capitaL

These results support the EPW extension of the fertility model to include

biological factors. Since many policies in developing countries are

directed towards changing health and nutrition status without .reference

to possible effects on fertility, we think that further exploration of

the link between such human capital investments in health and nutrition

may have high payoffs in terms of better policy design.
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Probit Estimates for" Complete Responses"
~or Fertility Data from 1063 Women

in Managua; "1977

Variables
CQef~icient

Estimate
Estimated Coefficient

Es:timat"ed Standard" Deviation

1. Woman's Human Capital

Woman's Predicted Earnings

Schooling

Nutrition (Protein)

Had Therapeutically Treatable Diseases

Had Parasitic Diseases

z. Other Income

3. Background

Male Raiser Present

Female Raiser Present

Male Raiser Occupational Status

Female Raiser Occupational Status

Number of Siblings

Always in J1anagua

Monthly Church Attendance

Neighborhood Median Income

4.

5.

6.

Neighborhood Population Density

Marital Status

Religious Marriage

Common Law Marriage

Previous Cohabitation

Age

Constant

-2 Log Likelihood R~tio = 40.7

-.68 -0.8

.021 0.6

-.15 -0.8

-.18 -1. 3

-.29 -2.4

.27 2.3

.026 0.1

.265 0.7

-.068 0.1

-1.09 -1.3

-.007 -0.3

-.186 -1.5

-.017 0.7

.000 0.1

-.001 0.4

.27 1.5

.27 1.6

.38 .1.9

.032 3.4

.78 1.5
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Table 2. Pertiiity Kodel Regrealionla

Dependent Variablea

Right-Hand Variables

1. Woman's Human Capital

Current Children
Iaternational Slandardl
(Boulier & Rosensweig) Current Children

Current Children
Pura.tion

Woman'a Predicted Earnings

Schooling

Nutrition (Protein)

Bad Therapeutically Treatable
Dileues

Bad Paraaitic Diseasel

2. Other Income

3. Background

Kale Raiser Present

Pemale Railer Preaeat

Male Raia.r Socio-Economic StatuI

Fe..le Raiaer Socio-Economic Status

Number of Siblinga

Alwaya in Managua

Neighborhood Kedian Income

4. Karital Statua

Religioua Marriage

Common Law Marriage

Previous -Cohabitation

5. Age of First Cohabitation and
Duration

Age of First Cohabitation

Duration

6. Reaponse Selectivity

Constant

Standard Error

-.61
(2.3)

.02
0.6)

-.17
(3.3)

-.11
(2.2)

-.27
(5.9)

.09
(2.6)

.14
(1.5)

.20
(1.5)

-.00
0.0)

-.01
(2.3)

.00
(0.2)

-.10
(2.4)

-.00
0.0)

.19
(2.8)

.17
(2.8)

.13
0.7)

.04
0.0

2.72
(7.ll

-.17
(0.9)

.09

.59

4.39
(5.7)

-.20
(6.8)

-.25
(1.7)

.66
(4.9)

1.59
(11.9)

-.12
( 11.8)

-.23
(0.9)

-2.05
(5.3)

.01.
(0.9)

.07
0.7)

.05
(2.6)

.83
(6.7)

-.01
(l.9)

-1.15
(6.0)

-1.63
(9.4)

-2.52
(11.7)

-.19
(10.4)

-22.85
(20.8)

10.50
(20.3)

.40

1.69

-.66
(0.8)

-.01
(0.3)

-.31
(2.ll

-.26
0.8)

-.03
(0.2>

-.17
(1.4)

-.26
0.1)

-.29
(0.8)

.01
(1.2)

.01
(0.8)

.03
0.6)

-.07
(0.5)

-.00
(1.0

.14
(0.7)

-.08
(0.4)

-.76
(3.1)

.00
(0.1)

.21
(12.9">

-.13
(0.1)

1.8
(2.1)

.49

1.57

-.32
(2.7)

.01
(2.2)

-.08
(3.3)

-.04
(2.1)

-.13
(6.2)

.05
(3.2)

.05
( 1.2)

.10
(l.n

-.00
(0.7)

-.00
(2.4)

.00
(0.5)

-.05
(2.6)

-.00
0.0)

.09
(2.9)

.08
(2.9)

.Of>
(l.8)

.02
(6.8)

1.32
0.7)

-.10
(1.2)

.10

.26

aAblolute value of t Itatiitici are beneath preaent eatimatea in parenthelea. 980 oblervationa are used
in .ech rear.aaion. Column one giv.a the preferred ealimat.1 (aee text).
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Table 3 Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations
Among Alternative ~ertility Measures :f;or

980 Wbmenin Managua. 1977· .

(1) : (2) (3) (4) . (;5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Live Children/International (;1.) ,,47 .13 1.0
Standard (Boulier and
Rosensweig)

Current Live Children (2) L~O

Live Children/Duration (3) .12 1.0

Expected Number (4) .09 .90 .13 1.0

Expected Number/Duration (5) .16 -.27 .60 -.06 1.0

If Could Begin Again (6) -.06 .13 -.04 .23 -.06 1.0

If Could Begin Again/Duration (n .03 -.43 .36 -.25 .86 .22 1.0

Ideal Nicaraguan Family Size (8) -.02 .19 .02 .33 .01 .38 -.01 1.0

Ideal Nicaraguan Family Size/ (9) .06 -.45 .44 -.29 .87 -.00 .89 .09 1.0
Duration

Mean

Standard Deviation

.78 3.2

1.1 2.2

.35 3.8

.28 2.0

.54 2.3

.57 1.1

.40 3.0

.52 1. 0

.52

.61
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·Notes

Lwtl1iams (~974) surveys. many of these estimates.

2See Behrman, Wolfe, and Tunali (1979), Behrman and Wolfe (1979,

1980 a,c,d,e,f,h,i), and Behrman, Wolfe, and Blau (1980).

3Another approach that attempts to incorporate biological con

siderations into the analysis of fertility is the use of "renewal models"

that seek to account for fertility through factors such as age at sexual

union, frequency of int~rcourse, probability of conception, length of

the nonsusceptible period, and duration of reproductive union. See

Crafts and Ireland (1976), David and Sanderson (1976), Keyfitz (1971),

Leriodon (1976) and Michael and Willis (1976). EPW cla.im to be concerned

with the more basic variables that underlie the intermediate variables

in these renewal models.

4For an exploration of the determinants of schooling, age of first cohabi

tation, household demand for nutrition inputs, migratory status, wages,

and health utilization, see Behrman and Wolfe (1980 a,b,c,d,e,g,h,i),

Behrman, Wolfe, and Tunali (1979), Blau (1980), and Wolfe and Behrman (1980).

5EPW argue that different subsets of these relations apply to

different households, depending upon whether fertility is determined

entirely by the biological birth production function at one extreme,

entirely by preferences and related constraints in a "perfect contra

ceptive" manner at the other, or by some intermediate combination. In

this paper we assume that all households are in the intermediate cate

gories. In Behrman and Wolfe (1980f) we explore the relevance of

the EPW categories for a broader nationwide sample that includes many

women from rural and small-town areas for whom the biological birth
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production function a priori might" seem to be much more relevant than

for our present sample of Managuan women~

6The underly-ing estimates control" for labor force participation due

to the presence of small children, so there is not a selection bias" nor

a simultaneity problem o See Behrman, Wolfe, and Tunali (1979).

7An alternative approach would be to use a nonlinear maximization

procedure to estimate the parameters that maximize the likelihood of

obtaining complete fertility observations for the subs ample of 980 women

and incomplete observations for the other 830 We choose the Heckman

procedure, however, because it is computationally easier and still con-

sistent, although less efficient than the maximum likelihood alternative.

8
Although children come only in positive integer values, we use

ordinary least squares procedures and do not worry about this aspect of

the dependent variables in our regressions. We do so because the range

is fairly large, because we do not want to further complicate our esti-

mation technique, and because this gives us more comparability with other

studieso

9Once again, the predicted earnings are based on the estimates in

Behrman, Wolfe, and Tunali (1979).

10 .
The absolute magnitudes of the estimates in column four are about

half of those in column one, but the impiied elasticities at the point

of means are about the same since the mean for the dependent variable

for column one is about twice that for the dependent variable in column

four (see Table 3).
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NOTES

lWe will assume that all households face the same prices; quantity

measures are transformed to set prices equal to 1.

2In the case H household characteristics are distinguished,one

vector O. of length H should be prespecified.
l.

3For P. = 1, i
l.

a.
l.

1,N, the intercept for a couple, equals 0.
0

+ ~l + J .•
l.

4The factors 20.
0

, 20.
1

, etc. in LM's equation (9) are probably a mistake.

See LM equation (5').

5Stemming from an augmented Linear Expenditure System estimated by

Abbott and Ashenfelder (1976). 1M treat these elasticities as constants.

6These expenditures and income data are estimates based on "reduced-

form" expenditure functions (income is not a variable in these functions)

and income functions based on individual personal characteristics.

7
See Lluch et al., 1977, for the additional assumptions needed to

derive at this, result.

8Since the scales turned out to be about the same for a large range

of values of U, only one scale is given. More detailed information in

a paper discussing the equivalence scale derived is available from the

author.




